**HOME TEAM** | **CAN W** | **Home Team goals** | **Home Team penalties**
---|---|---|---
G/C | No | Players in number order | Date of birth | Goal | Time | No | Assist | Code | Goal | Time | No | Assist | Code
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---

**AWAY TEAM** | **USA W** | **Away Team goals** | **Away Team penalties**
---|---|---|---
G/C | No | Players in number order | Date of birth | Goal | Time | No | Assist | Code | Goal | Time | No | Assist | Code
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---

**Goal Codes**: PP Power play, SH Short handed, ESH Equally short handed, DP Delayed penalty, PS Penalty shot, MPS Missed penalty shot, WG Without goalkeeper, EN Empty net, OG Own goal, ET Extra time

**Penalty Codes**: 201 Hit, 202 Blocking stick, 203 Lifting stick, 204 Kick, 205 High kick, 206 High stick, 207 Pushing, 208 Tackle/Flip, 209 Holding, 210 Obstruction, 211 Incorrect distance 212 Lying play, 213 Hands, 214 Header, 215 Incorrect substitution, 216 Too many players, 218 Delaying, 219 Protest, 220 Inc.entering the rink, 221 Inc.equipment, 222 Measuring stick, 224 Play without stick, 225 Non-removal of broken stick, 226 Penalty at penalty shot, 501 Violent Hit, 502 Dangerous play, 503 Hooking, 504 Roughing, 101 Unsports.behaviour, 301 M1, 302 M2, 303 M3, 401 Time Out, 402 Penalty shot

**Goalie Code**: M1 Mask, M2 Middle, M3 Mask and Middle